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Abstract

Multiparty session types (MSTs) provide an efficient methodology for specifying and verifying
message passing software systems. In the theory of MSTs, a global type specifies the interaction
among the roles at the global level. A local specification for each role is generated by projecting
from the global type on to the message exchanges it participates in. Whenever a global type can be
projected on to each role, the composition of the projections is deadlock free and has exactly the
behaviours specified by the global type. The key to the usability of MSTs is the projection operation:
a more expressive projection allows more systems to be type-checked but requires a more difficult
soundness argument.
In this paper, we generalise the standard projection operation in MSTs. This allows us to model
and type-check many design patterns in distributed systems, such as load balancing, that are rejected
by the standard projection. The key to the new projection is an analysis that tracks causality
between messages. Our soundness proof uses novel graph-theoretic techniques from the theory of
message-sequence charts. We demonstrate the efficacy of the new projection operation by showing
many global types for common patterns that can be projected under our projection but not under
the standard projection operation.
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Introduction

Distributed message-passing systems are both widespread and challenging to design and
implement. A process tries to implement its role in a protocol with only the partial information
received through messages. The unpredictable communication delays mean that messages
from different sources can be arbitrarily reordered. Combining concurrency, asynchrony,
and message buffering makes the verification problem algorithmically undecidable [10] and
principled design and verification of such systems is an important challenge.
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Multiparty Session Types (MSTs) [37, 52] provide an appealing type-based approach
for formalising and compositionally verifying structured concurrent distributed systems.
They have been successfully applied to web services [58], distributed algorithms [41], smart
contracts [23], operating systems [26], high performance computing [34], timed systems [8],
cyber-physical systems [47], etc. By decomposing the problem of asynchronous verification on
to local roles, MSTs provide a clean and modular approach to the verification of distributed
systems (see the surveys [4, 39]).
The key step in MSTs is the projection from a global type, specifying all possible global
message exchanges, to local types for each role. The soundness theorem of MSTs states that
every projectable global type is implementable: there is a distributed implementation that is
free from communication safety errors such as deadlocks and unexpected messages.
The projection keeps only the operations observable by a given role and yet maintains
the invariant that every choice can be distinguished in an unambiguous way. Most current
projection operations ensure this invariant by syntactically merging different paths locally for
each role. While these projections are syntactic and efficient, they are also very conservative
and disallow many common design patterns in distributed systems.
In this paper, we describe a more general projection for MSTs to address the conservatism
of existing projections. To motivate our extension, consider a simple load balancing protocol:
a client sends a request to a server and the server forwards the request to one of two workers.
The workers serve the request and directly reply to the client. (We provide the formal syntax
later.) This common protocol is disallowed by existing MST systems, either because they
syntactically disallow such messages (the directed choice restriction that states the sender
and recipient must be the same along every branch of a choice), or because the projection
operates only on the global type and disallows inferred choice.
The key difficulty in projection is to manage the interaction between choice and concurrency in a distributed setting. Without choice, all roles would just follow one predetermined
sequence of send and receive operations. Introducing choice means a role either decides whom
to send which message next, or reacts to the choices of other roles – even if such choices
are not locally visible. This is only possible when the outcome of every choice propagates
unambiguously. At each point, every role either is agnostic to a prior choice or knows exactly
the outcome of the choice, even though it may only receive information about the choice
indirectly through subsequent communication with other roles. Unfortunately, computing
how choice propagates in a system is undecidable in general [3]; this is the reason why
conservative restrictions are used in practice.
The key insight in our projection operation is to manage the interaction of choice and
concurrency via a message causality analysis, inspired by the theory of communicating state
machines (CSMs) and message sequence charts (MSCs), that provides a more global view.
We resolve choice based on available messages along different branches. The causality analysis
provides more information when merging two paths based on expected messages.
We show that our generalised projection subsumes previous approaches that lift the
directed choice restriction [16, 38, 17, 40]. Empirically, it allows us to model and verify
common distributed programming patterns such as load balancing, replicated data, and
caching – where a server needs to choose between different workers – that are not in scope of
current MSTs, while preserving the efficiency of projection.
We show type soundness for generalised projection. This generalisation is non-trivial,
since soundness depends on subtle arguments about asynchronous messages in the system.
We prove the result using an automata-theoretic approach, also inspired by the theory of
MSCs, that argues about traces in communicating state machines. Our language-theoretic
proof is different from the usual proof-theoretic approaches in soundness proofs of MST
systems, and builds upon technical machinery from the theory of MSCs.
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We show empirically that generalised choice is key to modelling several interesting instances
in distributed systems while maintaining the efficiency of more conservative systems. Our
global type specifications go beyond existing examples in the literature of MSTs.

2

Multiparty Session Types with Generalised Choice

In this section, we define global and local types. We explain how multiparty session
types (MSTs) work and present a shortcoming of current MSTs. Our MSTs overcome this
shortcoming by allowing a role to wait for messages coming from different senders. We
define a new projection operation from global to local types: the projection represents global
message exchanges from the perspective of a single role. The key to the new projection is a
generalised merge operator that prevents confusion between messages from different senders.

2.1

Global and Local Types

We describe the syntax of global types following work by Honda et al. [36], Hu and Yoshida [38],
and Scalas and Yoshida [52]. We focus on the core message-passing aspects of asynchronous
MSTs and do not include features such as delegation.
▶ Definition 1 (Syntax). Global types for MSTs are defined by the grammar:
X
G ::= 0 |
p → qi : mi .Gi | µt. G | t
i∈I

where p, qi range over a set of roles P, mi over a set of messages V, and t over type variables.
Note that our definition of global types extends the standard syntax (see, e.g., [36]),
which has a directed choice restriction, requiring that a sender must send messages to the
P
same role along different branches of a choice. Our syntax i∈I p → qi : mi .Gi allows a sender
to send messages to different roles along different branches (as in, e.g., [38]). For readability,
P
P
we sometimes use the infix operator + for choice, instead of . When |I| = 1, we omit .
In a global type, the send and the receive operations of a message exchange are specified
atomically. An expression p → q : m represents two events: a send p ▷ q!m and a receive
P
q ◁ p?m. We require the sender and receiver processes to be different: p ̸= q. A choice ( )
occurs at the sender role. Each branch of a choice needs to be uniquely distinguishable:
∀i, j ∈ I. i ̸= j ⇒ (qi , mi ) ̸= (qj , mj ). The least fixed point operator encodes loops and we
require recursion to be guarded, i.e., in µt. G, there is at least one message between µt and
each t in G. Without loss of generality, we assume that all occurrences of t are bound and
each bound variable t is distinct. As the recursion is limited to tail recursion, it is memoryless
and generates regular sequences, so a global type can be interpreted as a regular language of
message exchanges.
▶ Example 2 (Load balancing). A simple
( load balancing scenario can be modelled with the
global type:

µt. Client → Server : req. +

Server → Worker1 : req. Worker1 → Client : reply. t
Server → Worker2 : req. Worker2 → Client : reply. t

The least fixed point operator µ encodes a loop in which a client sends a request to a
server. The server then non-deterministically forwards the request to one of two workers.
The chosen worker handles the request and replies to the client. In this protocol, the server
communicates with a different worker in each branch. Figure 1a shows this example as a
high-level message sequence chart (HMSC). The timeline of roles is shown with vertical lines
and the messages with horizontal arrows. Different message contents are represented by
different styles of arrows.
⌟
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(a) Load balancing.

(b) Variant of load balancing.

S

W1 W2

(c) Execution.

Figure 1 Load balancing and some variant with potential for confusion exemplified by an
execution.

Next, we define local types, which specify a role’s view of a protocol.
▶ Definition 3 (Local types). The local types for a role p are defined as:
L ::= 0 | ⊕ qi !mi .Li | & qi ?mi .Li | µt.L | t
i∈I

i∈I

where the internal choice (⊕) and external choice (&) both respect ∀i, j ∈ I. i ̸= j ⇒
(qi , mi ) ̸= (qj , mj ). As for global types, we assume every recursion variable is bound, each
recursion operator (µ) uses a different identifier t, and we may omit ⊕ and & if |I| = 1.
Note that a role can send to, resp. receive from, multiple roles in a choice: we generalise
⊕i∈I q!mi .Li of standard MSTs to ⊕i∈I qi !mi .Li and &i∈I q?mi .Li to &i∈I qi ?mi .Li .
▶ Example 4. We can give the following local types for Figure 1a:
Server : µt. Client?req. (Worker1 !req. t ⊕ Worker2 !req. t)
Client : µt. Server!req. (Worker1 ?reply. t & Worker2 ?reply. t)
Workeri : µt. Server?req. Client!reply. t for i ∈ {1, 2}
Note that their structure, i.e., having a loop with at most two options, resembles the one of
the global type in Example 2.
⌟
Our goal is to define a partial projection operation from a given global type to a local
type for each role. If the projection is defined, we expect that the type is implementable. We
shall show that the global type of Example 2 projects to the local types in Example 4. As a
consequence, the global type is implementable. Intuitively, when each role in the example
executes based on its local type, they agree on a unique global path in an unrolling of the
global type. We formalise projection and soundness in Section 3. We note that existing
projection operations, including the ones by Hu and Yoshida [38] as well as Scalas and
Yoshida [52], reject the above global type as not implementable.
Notations and Assumptions. We write G for the global type we try to project. When
traversing the global type G, we use G for the current term (which is a subterm of G). To
simplify the notation, we assume that the index i of a choice uniquely determines the sender
and the message qi ?mi . Using this notation, we write I ∩ J to select the set of choices with
identical sender and message value and I \ J to select the alternatives present in I but not
in J. When looking at send and receive events in a global setting we write p ▷ q!m for p
sending to q and q ◁ p?m for q receiving from p.
In later definitions, we unfold the recursion in types. We could get the unfolding through
a congruence relation. However, this requires dealing with infinite structures, which makes
some definitions not effective. Instead, we precompute the map from each recursion variable t
to its unfolding. For a given global type, let getµ be a function that returns a map from t
to G for each subterm µt. G. Recall, each t in a type is different. getµ is defined as follows:
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getµ(0) := [ ]
getµ(t) := [ ]
getµ(µt.G) := [t 7→ G] ∪ getµ(G)
[
X
getµ(
p → qi : mi .Gi ) :=
getµ(Gi )
i∈I

i∈I

We write getµG as shorthand for the map returned by getµ(G).

2.2

Generalised Projection and Merge

We now define a partial projection operation that projects a global type on to each role. The
projection on to a role r is a local type and keeps only r’s actions. Intuitively, it gives the
“local view” of message exchanges performed by r. While projecting, non-determinism may
arise due to choices that r does not observe directly. In this case, the different branches are
merged using a partial merge operator (⊓). The merge operator checks that a role, which has
not yet learned the outcome of a choice, only performs actions that are allowed in all possible
branches. The role can perform branch-specific actions after it has received a message that
resolves the choice. For a role that is agnostic to the choice, i.e., behaves the same on all the
branches, the merge allows the role to proceed as if the choice does not exist.
So far, the idea follows standard asynchronous MSTs. What distinguishes our new
projection operator from prior ones (e.g., [38, 52]), is that we allow a role to learn which
branch has been taken through messages received from different senders. This generalisation
is non-trivial. When limiting the reception to messages from a single role, one can rely on
the FIFO order provided by the corresponding channel. However, messages coming from
different sources are only partially ordered. Thus, unlike previous approaches, our merge
operator looks at the result of a causality analysis on the global type to make sure that this
partial ordering cannot introduce any confusion.
▶ Example 5 (Intricacies of generalising projection). We demonstrate that a straightforward
generalisation of existing projection operators can lead to unsoundness. Consider a naive
projection that merges branches with internal choice if they are equal, and for receives,
simply always merges external choices – also from different senders. In addition, it removes
empty loops. For Figure 1a, this naive projection yields the expected local types presented
in Example 4. We show that naive projection can be unsound. Figure 1b shows a variant of
load balancing, for which naive projection yields the following local types:
Server :
Client :
Worker1 :
Worker2 :

µt. Client?req. (Worker1 !req. t ⊕ Worker2 !req. t)
µt. Server!req. (Worker1 ?reply. Worker2 ?reply. t & Worker2 ?reply. t)
µt. Server?req. Worker2 !req. t
µt. (Worker1 ?req. Client▷!reply. t & Server?req. Client▷!reply. t)

Unfortunately, the global type is not implementable. The problem is that, for the Client,
the two messages on its left branch are not causally related. Consider the execution prefix
in Figure 1c which is not specified in the global type. The Server decided to first take the
left (L) and then the right (R) branch. For Server, the order LR is obvious from its events
and the same applies for Worker2 . For Worker1 , every possible order R∗ LR∗ is plausible as it
does not have events in the right branch. Since LR belongs to the set of plausible orders,
there is no confusion. Now, the messages from the two workers to the client are independent
and, therefore, can be received in any order. If the client receives Worker2 ?reply first, then
its local view is consistent with the choice RL as the order of branches. This can lead to
confusion and, thus, execution prefixes which are not specified in the global type.
⌟
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We shall now define our generalised projection operation. To identify confusion as above,
we keep track of causality between messages. We determine what messages a role could
receive at a given point in the global type through an available messages analysis. Tracking
causality needs to be done at the level of the global type. We look for chains of dependent
messages and we also need to unfold loops. Fortunately, since we only check for the presence
or absence of some messages, it is sufficient to unfold each recursion at most once.
Projection and Interferences from Independent Messages. The challenge of projecting a
global type lies in resolving the non-determinism introduced by having only the endpoint view.
Example 5 shows that in order to decide if a choice is safe, we need to know which messages
can arrive at the same time. To enable this, we annotate local types with the messages that
could be received at that point in the protocol. We call these availability annotated local
types and write them as AL = ⟨L, Msg⟩ where L is a local type and Msg is a set of messages.
This signifies that when a role has reached AL, the messages in Msg can be present in the
communication channels. We annotate types using the grammar for local types (Definition 3),
where each subterm is annotated. To recover a local type, we erase the annotation, i.e.,
recursively replace each AL = ⟨L, Msg⟩ by L. The projection internally uses annotated types.
The projection of G on to r, written G↾r , traverses G to erase the operations that do
not involve r. During this phase, we also compute the messages that r may receive. The
function avail(B, T, G) computes the set of messages that other roles can send while r has
not yet learned the outcome of the choice. This set depends on B, the set of blocked roles,
i.e., the roles which are waiting to receive a message and hence cannot move; T , the set of
recursion variables we have already visited; and G, the subterm in G at which we compute
the available messages. We defer the definition of avail(B, T, G) to later in this section.
Empty Paths Elimination. When projecting, there may be paths and loops where a role
neither sends nor receives a message, e.g., the right loop in Example 2 for Worker1 . Such
paths can be removed during projection. Even if conceptually simple, the notational overhead
impedes understandability of how our message availability analysis is used. Therefore, we
first focus on the message availability analysis and define a projection operation that does
not account for empty paths elimination. After defining the merge operator ⊓, we give the
full definition of our generalised projection operation.
▶ Definition 6 (Projection without empty paths elimination). The projection without empty
paths elimination G↾r of a global type G on to a role r ∈ P is an availability annotated local
type inductively defined as:
t↾r := ⟨t, avail({r}, {t}, getµG (t))⟩

0↾r := ⟨0, ∅⟩

(
(µt.G)↾r :=

⟨µt.(G↾r ), avail({r}, {t}, G)⟩ if G↾r ̸= ⟨t, _⟩
⟨0, ∅⟩

otherwise


S

⟨⊕i∈I qi !mi .(Gi ↾r ), i∈I avail({qi , r}, ∅, Gi )⟩
if r = p


!

P
S
p → qi : mi .Gi ↾r :=
⟨&i∈I[=r] p?mi .(Gi ↾r ), i∈I
avail({r}, ∅, Gi )⟩
i∈I
[=r]
⊓
otherwise


⊓
G↾
i∈I[̸=r]

i r

where I[=r] := {i ∈ I | qi = r} and I[̸=r] := {i ∈ I | qi ̸= r}

A global type G is said to be projectable if G↾r is defined for every r ∈ P.
Projection erases events not relevant to r by a recursive traversal of the global type;
however, at a choice not involving r, it has to ensure that either r is indifferent to the
outcome of the choice or it indirectly receives enough information to distinguish the outcome.
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This is managed by the merge operator ⊓ and the use of available messages. The merge
operator takes as arguments a sequence of availability annotated local types. Our merge
operator generalises the full merge by Scalas and Yoshida [52]. When faced with choice, it
only merges receptions that cannot interfere with each other. For the sake of clarity, we
define only the binary merge. As the operator is commutative and associative, it generalises
to a set of branches I. When I is a singleton, the merge just returns that one branch.
▶ Definition 7 (Merge operator ⊓). Let ⟨L1 , Msg 1 ⟩ and ⟨L2 , Msg 2 ⟩ be availability annotated
local types for a role r. ⟨L1 , Msg 1 ⟩ ⊓ ⟨L2 , Msg 2 ⟩ is defined by cases, as follows:
⟨L1 , Msg 1 ∪ Msg 2 ⟩

if L1 = L2

⟨µt1 .(AL1 ⊓ AL2 [t2 /t1 ]), Msg 1 ∪ Msg 2 ⟩

if L1 = µt1 .AL1 , L2 = µt2 .AL2

(
⟨⊕i∈I qi !mi .(AL1,i ⊓ AL2,i ), Msg 1 ∪ Msg 2 ⟩
⟨

&i∈I\J qi ?mi .AL1,i
&i∈I∩J qi ?mi .(AL1,i ⊓ AL2,i )
&i∈J\I qi ?mi .AL2,i
Msg 1 ∪ Msg 2 ⟩

&
&
,

if

L1 = ⊕i∈I qi !mi .AL1,i ,

L2 = ⊕i∈I qi !mi .AL2,i



L1 = &i∈I qi ?mi .AL1,i ,


L = & q ?m .AL ,
2
i∈J i
i
2,i
if

∀i
∈
I
\
J.
r
◁
q
?m
∈
/
Msg 2 ,
i
i



∀i ∈ J \ I. r ◁ qi ?mi ∈
/ Msg 1

When no condition applies, the merge and, thus, the projection are undefined.1
The important case of the merge is the external choice. Here, when a role can potentially
receive a message that is unique to a branch, it checks that the message cannot be available
in another branch so actually being able to receive this message uniquely determines which
branch was taken by the role to choose. For the other cases, a role can postpone learning the
branch as long as the actions on both branches are the same.
Adding Empty Paths Elimination. The preliminary version of projection requires every role
to have at least one event in each branch of a loop and, thus, rejects examples where a role
has no event in some loop branch. Such paths can be eliminated. However, determining such
empty paths cannot be done on the level of the merge operator but only when projecting. To
this end, we introduce an additional parameter E for the generalised projection: E contains
those variables t for which r has not observed any message send or receive event since µt.
▶ Definition 8 (Generalised projection – with empty paths elimination). The projection G↾E
r of
a global type G on to a role r ∈ P is an availability annotated local type which is inductively
defined as follows:
t↾E
r := ⟨t, avail({R}, {t}, getµG (t))⟩
(µt.G)↾E
r :=



⟨0, ∅⟩



p → qi : mi .Gi ↾E
r :=
i∈I

P

0↾E
r := ⟨0, ∅⟩

⟨µt.(G↾E∪{t}
), avail({R}, {t}, G)⟩
r

G↾E∪{t}
r

if
̸= ⟨t, _⟩
otherwise


S
∅
i , r}, ∅, Gi )⟩
⟨⊕i∈I qi !mi .(Gi ↾r ), i∈I avail({q
S
⊓

⟨&i∈I[=r] p?mi .(Gi ↾∅r ),

i∈I[=r]

avail({r}, ∅, Gi )⟩

⊓ i∈I[̸=r] ∧ ∀t∈E. Gi ↾E
Gi ↾E
r
r ̸=⟨t,_⟩

if r = p


otherwise

where I[=r] := {i ∈ I | qi = r} and I[̸=r] := {i ∈ I | qi ̸= r}

Since the merge operator ⊓ is partial, the projection may be undefined. We use G↾r as
shorthand for G↾∅r and only consider the generalised projection with empty paths elimination
from now on. A global type G is called projectable if G↾r is defined for every role r ∈ P.
1

When we use the n-ary notation ⊓i∈I and |I| = 0, we implicitly omit this part. Note that this can only
happen if r is the receiver among all branches for some choice so there is either another local type to
merge with, or the projection is undefined anyway.
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W 1 W2

S

W 1 W2
⟨S?reply, ∅⟩

⨅ ⟨W1?reply, ∅⟩

⟨W ?reply, {W ?reply}⟩

⟨W ?reply, ∅⟩

⨅ ⟨W12?reply, ∅⟩ 2

⨅ ⟨W12?reply, ∅⟩

(a) Merging for Figure 1a.

(b) Merging for Figure 1b.

Figure 2 Availability annotated types for merging on the two examples. The red lines connect the
receptions that get merged during projection. The annotations only show the receiver’s messages.

We highlight the differences for the empty paths elimination. Recall that E contains all
recursion variables from which the role r has not encountered any events. To guarantee this,
for the case of recursion µt. G, the (unique) variable t is added to the current set E, while
the parameter turns to the empty set ∅ as soon as r encounters an event. The previous steps
basically constitute the necessary bookkeeping. The actual elimination is achieved with the
condition ∀t ∈ E. Gi ↾E
r ̸= ⟨t, _⟩ which filters all branches without events of role r.
Other works [38, 17] achieve this with connecting actions, marking non-empty paths. Like
classical MSTs, we do not include such explicit actions. Still, we can automatically eliminate
such paths in contrast to previous work.
Computing Available Messages. Finally, the function avail is computed recursively:
avail(B, T, 0) := ∅
:= avail(B, T ∪ {t}, G)
avail(B, T, µt.G)
∅
avail(B, T, t) :=
avail(B, T ∪ {t}, getµG (t))
avail(B, T,

P

p → qi : mi .Gi ) :=
i∈I

if t ∈ T
if t ∈
̸ T

S
(avail(B, T, Gi ) \ {qi ◁ p?m}) ∪ {qi ◁ p?mi } if p ̸∈ B
Si∈I,m∈V
i∈I

avail(B ∪ {qi }, T, Gi )

if p ∈ B

Since all channels are FIFO, we only keep the first possible message in each channel. The
fourth case discards messages not at the head of the channel.
Our projection is different from the one of Scalas and Yoshida [52], not just because
our syntax is more general. It also represents a shift in paradigm. In their work, the full
merge works only on local types. No additional knowledge is required. This is possible
because their type system limits the flexibility of communication. Since we allow more
flexible communication, we need to keep some information, in form of available messages,
about the possible global executions for the merge operator.
▶ Example 9. Let us explain how our projection operator catches the problem in G↾Client
of Figure 1b. Figure 2 shows the function of available messages during the projection for
Figure 1a and Figure 1b. In Figure 2a, the messages form chains, i.e., except for the role
making the choice, a role only sends in reaction to another message. Therefore, only a single
message is available at each reception and the protocol is projectable. On the other hand, in
Figure 2b both replies are available and, therefore, the protocol is not projectable.
Here are the details of the projection for Figure 2b. If not needed, we omit the availability
annotations for readability. Recall that Client receives reply from Worker2 in the left branch,
which is also present in the right branch. Let us denote the two branches as follows:
G1 := Server → Worker1 : req. Worker1 → Worker2 : req. Worker2 → Client : reply. t, and
G2 := Server → Worker2 : req. Worker2 → Client : reply. t
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Since the first message in G1 does not involve Client, the projection descends and we compute:
G↾Client
where

= ⟨µt.(⟨Worker1 ?reply. (G′1 ↾Client ), avail({Client}, ∅, G′1 )⟩
⊓⟨Worker2 ?reply. (G′2 ↾Client ), avail({Client}, ∅, G′2 )⟩), _⟩
′
G1 = Worker1 → Worker2 : req. Worker2 → Client : reply. t and G′2 = t.

For this, we compute avail({Client}, ∅, G′1 ) = ∅ and avail({Client}, ∅, G′2 ) = {Worker2 ◁
Worker1 ?req, Client ◁ Worker2 ?reply} and see that the conditions are not satisfied. Indeed,
Client ◁ Worker2 ?reply ∈ avail({Client}, ∅, G′2 ). Thus, the projection is undefined.
⌟

3

Type Soundness

We now show a soundness theorem for generalised projection; roughly, a projectable global
type can be implemented by communicating state machines in a distributed way. Our proof
uses automata-theoretic techniques from the theory of MSCs. We assume familiarity with
the basics of formal languages.
As our running example shows, a protocol implementation often cannot enforce the event
ordering specified in the type but only a weaker order. In this section, we capture both
notions through a type language and an execution language.

3.1

Type Languages

A state machine A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ) consists of a finite set Q of states, an alphabet Σ, a
transition relation δ ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ {ε}) × Q, an initial state q0 ∈ Q, and a set F ⊆ Q of final
x
states. We write q −
→ q ′ for (q, x, q ′ ) ∈ δ. We define the runs and traces in the standard way.
A run is maximal if it is infinite or if it ends at a final state. The language L(A) is the set of
(finite or infinite) maximal traces. The projection A⇓∆ of a state machine is its projection to
a sub-alphabet ∆ ⊆ Σ obtained by replacing all letters in Σ \ ∆ with ε-transitions. It accepts
the language L(A)⇓∆ = {w⇓∆ | w ∈ L(A)}.
▶ Definition 10 (Type language for global types). The semantics of a global type G is given as
a regular language. We construct a state machine GAut(G) using an auxiliary state machine
M (G). First, we define M (G) = (QM (G) , Σsync , δM (G) , q0M (G) , FM (G) ) where
QM (G) is the set of all syntactic subterms in G together with the term 0,
Σsync = {p → q : m | p, q ∈ P and m ∈ V},
P
δM (G) is the smallest set containing ( i∈I p → qi : mi .Gi , p → qi : mi , Gi ) for each i ∈ I,
as well as (µt.G′ , ε, G′ ) and (t, ε, µt.G′ ) for each subterm µt.G′ of G,
q0M (G) = G and FM (G) = {0}.
Next, we expand each message p → q : m into two events, p ▷ q!m followed by q ◁ p?m. We
define GAut(G) = (QGAut(G) , ΣGAut(G) , δGAut(G) , q0GAut(G) , FGAut(G) ) as follows:
QGAut(G) = QM (G) ∪ (QM (G) × Σsync × QM (G) ),
ΣGAut(G) = {p ▷ q!m | p, q ∈ P, m ∈ V} ∪ {q ◁ p?m | p, q ∈ P, m ∈ V},
δGAut(G) is the smallest set containing the transitions (s, p ▷ q!m, (s, p → q : m, s′ )) and
((s, p → q : m, s′ ), q ◁ p?m, s′ )) for each transition (s, p → q : m, s′ ) ∈ δM (G) ,
q0GAut(G) = q0M (G) and FGAut(G) = FM (G) .
The type language L(G) of a global type G is given by L(GAut(G)).
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▶ Definition 11 (Type language for local types). Given a local type L for p, we construct a
state machine LAut(L) = (Q, Σp , δ, q0 , F ) where
Q is the set of all syntactic subterms in L,
Σp = {p ▷ q!m | q ∈ P, m ∈ V} ∪ {p ◁ q?m | p, q ∈ P, m ∈ V},
δ is the smallest set containing
(⊕i∈I qi !mi .Li , p ▷ qi !mi , Li ) and (&i∈I qi ?mi .Li , p ◁ qi ?mi , Li ) for each i ∈ I,
as well as (µt.L′ , ε, L′ ) and (t, ε, µt.L′ ) for each µt.L′ in L,
q0 = L and F = {0} if 0 is a subterm of L, and empty otherwise.
We define the type language of L as language of this automaton: L(L) = L(LAut(L)).

3.2

Implementability

An implementation consists of a set of state machines, one per role, communicating with each
other through asynchronous messages and pairwise FIFO channels. We use communicating
state machines (CSMs) [10] as our formal model. A CSM {{Ap }}p∈P consists of a set of
state machines Ap , one for each p ∈ P over the alphabet of message sends and receives.
Communication between machines happens asynchronously through FIFO channels. The
semantics of a CSM is a language L({{Ap }}p∈P ) of maximal traces over the alphabet of
message sends and receives satisfying the FIFO condition on channels. A CSM is deadlock
free if every trace can be extended to a maximal trace. We omit the (standard) formal
definition of CSMs (see Appendix A for details).
Indistinguishability Relation. In the type language of a global type, every send event is
always immediately succeeded by its receive event. However, in a CSM, other independent
events may occur between the send and the receipt and there is no way to force the order
specified by the type language. To capture this phenomenon formally, we define a family of
indistinguishability relations ∼i ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ , for i ≥ 0 and Σ = ΣGAut(G) , as follows. For all
w ∈ Σ∗ , we have w ∼0 w. For i = 1, we define:
(1) If p ̸= r, then w.p ▷ q!m.r ▷ s!m′ .u ∼1 w.r ▷ s!m′ .p ▷ q!m.u.
(2) If q ̸= s, then w.q ◁ p?m.s ◁ r?m′ .u ∼1 w.s ◁ r?m′ .q ◁ p?m.u.
(3) If p ̸= s ∧ (p ̸= r ∨ q ̸= s), then w.p ▷ q!m.s ◁ r?m′ .u ∼1 w.s ◁ r?m′ .p ▷ q!m.u.
(4) If |w⇓p▷q!_ | > |w⇓q◁p?_ |, then w.p ▷ q!m.q ◁ p?m′ .u ∼1 w.q ◁ p?m′ .p ▷ q!m.u.
We refer to the proof of Lemma 21 in Appendix B for further details on the conditions for
swapping events. Let w, w′ , w′′ be sequences of events s.t. w ∼1 w′ and w′ ∼i w′′ for some i.
Then, w ∼i+1 w′′ . We define w ∼ u if w ∼n u for some n. It is straightforward that ∼ is
an equivalence relation. Define u ⪯∼ v if there is w ∈ Σ∗ such that u.w ∼ v. Observe that
u ∼ v iff u ⪯∼ v and v ⪯∼ u. To extend ∼ to infinite words, we follow the approach of
′
Gastin [27]. For infinite words u, v ∈ Σω , we define u ⪯ω
∼ v if for each finite prefix u of u,
′
′
′
ω
ω
there is a finite prefix v of v such that u ⪯∼ v . Define u ∼ v iff u ⪯∼ v and v ⪯∼ u.
We lift the equivalence relation ∼ on words to languages:


W w′ ∈ Σ∗ ∧ ∃w ∈ Σ∗ . w ∈ Λ and w′ ∼ w
For a language Λ, we define C ∼ (Λ) = w′ |
.
w′ ∈ Σω ∧ ∃w ∈ Σω . w ∈ Λ and w′ ⪯ω
∼ w
For the infinite case, we take the downward closure w.r.t. ⪯ω
∼ . Unlike [27, Definition 2.1],
our closure operator is asymmetric. Consider the protocol (p ▷ q!m. q ◁ p?m)ω . Since we
do not make any fairness assumption on scheduling, we need to include in the closure the
ω
execution where only the sender is scheduled, i.e., (p ▷ q!m)ω ⪯ω
∼ (p ▷ q!m. q ◁ p?m) .
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▶ Example 12 (Indistinguishability relation ∼ by examples). The four rules for ∼1 present
conditions under which two adjacent events in an execution (prefix) can be swapped. These
conditions are designed such that they characterise possible changes in an execution (prefix)
which cannot be recognised by any CSM. To be precise, if w is recognised by some CSM
{{Ap }}p∈P and w′ ∼1 w holds, then w′ is also recognised by {{Ap }}p∈P . In this example, we
illustrate the intuition behind these rules.
For the remainder of this example, the active role of an event is the receiver of a receive
event and the sender of a send event. Visually, the active role is always the first role in an
event. In addition, we assume that variables do not alias, i.e., two roles or messages with
different names are different.
Two send events (or two receive events) can be swapped if the active roles are distinct
because there cannot be any dependency between two such events which do occur next to
each other in an execution. For send events, the 1st rule, thus, admits p ▷ r!m. q ▷ r!m ∼1
q ▷ r!m. p ▷ r!m even though the receiver is the same. In contrast, the corresponding receive
events cannot be swapped: r ◁ p?m. r ◁ q?m ̸∼1 r ◁ q?m. r ◁ p?m. Note that the 1st rule is
the only one with which two send events can be swapped while the 2nd rule is the only one
for receive events so indeed no rule applies for the last case.
The 3rd rule allows one send and one receive event to be swapped if either both senders
or both receivers are different – in addition to the requirement that both active roles are
different. For instance, it admits p ▷ r!m. q ◁ r?m ∼1 q ◁ r?m. p ▷ r!m. However, it does not
admit two swap p ▷ q!m. q ◁ p?m ̸∼1 q ◁ p?m. p ▷ q!m. This is reasonable since the send event
could be the one which emits m in the corresponding channel. In this execution prefix, this is
in fact the case since there have been no events before, but in general one needs to incorporate
the context to understand whether this is the case. The 4th rule does this and therefore
admits swapping the same events when appended to some prefix: p ▷ q!m.p ▷ q!m. q ◁ p?m ̸∼1
p ▷ q!m.q ◁ p?m. p ▷ q!m. Then, the FIFO order of channels ensures that the first message will
be received first and the 2nd send event can happen after the reception of the 1st message. ⌟
▶ Example 13 (Load balancing revisited). Let us consider the execution with confusion in
Figure 1c. Compared to a synchronous execution, we need to delay the reception C ◁W1 ?reply
to come after the first C◁W2 ?reply. Using the 2nd and 3rd cases of ∼ we can move C◁W1 ?reply
across the communications between the two workers. Finally, we use the 3rd case again to
swap C ◁ W1 ?reply and W2 ▷ C!reply to get the desired sequence.
⌟
This example shows that ∼ does not change the order of send and receive events of a
′
′
single role. Thus, if w, w′ ∈ Σ∞
p , then w ∼ w iff w = w . Hence, any language over the
message alphabet of a single role is (trivially) closed under ∼. Further, two runs of a CSM
on w and w′ with w ∼ w′ end in the same configuration.

Execution Languages. For a global type G, the above discussion implies that any implementation {{Ap }}p∈P can at most achieve that L({{Ap }}p∈P ) = C ∼ (L(G)). This is why we
call C ∼ (L(G)) the execution language of G. One might also call C ∼ (L(L)) of a local type
L an execution language, however, since ∼ does not swap any events on the same role, the
type language and execution language are equivalent.
▶ Definition 14 (Implementability). A global type G is said to be implementable if there exists
a CSM {{Ap }}p∈P s.t. (i) [protocol fidelity] L({{Ap }}p∈P ) = C ∼ (L(G)), and (ii) [deadlock
freedom] {{Ap }}p∈P is deadlock free. We say that {{Ap }}p∈P implements G.
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3.3

Type Soundness: Projectability implies Implementability

The projection operator preserves the local order of events for every role and does not remove
any possible event. Therefore, we can conclude that, for each role, the projected language of
the global type is subsumed by the language of the projection.
▶ Proposition 15. For every projectable G, role r ∈ P, run with trace w in GAut(G)⇓Σr ,
there is a run with trace w in LAut(G↾r ). Therefore, it holds that L(G)⇓Σr ⊆ L(G↾r ).
The previous result shows that the projection does not remove behaviours. Now, we also
need to show that it does not add unwanted behaviours. The main result is the following.
▶ Theorem 16. If a global type G is projectable, then G is implementable.
The complete proof can be found in the extended version [46]. Here, we give a brief
summary of the main ideas. To show that a projectable global type is implemented by
its projections, we need to show that the projection preserves behaviours, does not add
behaviours, and is deadlock free. With Proposition 15, showing that the projections combine
to admit at least the behaviour specified by the global protocol is straightforward. For the
converse direction, we establish a property of the executions of the local types with respect
to the global type: all the projections agree on the run taken by the overall system in the
global type. We call this property control flow agreement. Executions that satisfy control
flow agreement also satisfy protocol fidelity and are deadlock free. The formalisation and
proof of this property is complicated by the fact that not all roles learn about a choice at
the same time. Some roles can perform actions after the choice has been made and before
they learn which branch has been taken. In the extreme case, a role may not learn at all
that a choice happened. The key to control flow agreement is in the definition of the merge
operator. We can simplify the reasoning to the following two points.
Roles learn choices before performing distinguishing actions. When faced with two
branches with different actions, a role that is not making the choice needs to learn the branch
by receiving a message. This follows from the definition of the merge operator. Let us call
this message the choice message. Merging branches is only allowed as long as the actions are
similar for this role. When there is a difference between two (or more) branches, an external
choice is the only case that allows a role to continue on distinct branches.
Checking available messages ensures no confusion. From the possible receptions (qi ?mi )
in an external choice, any pair of sender and message is unique among this list for the choice.
This follows from two facts. First, the projection computes the available messages along the
different branches of the choice. Second, merging uses that information to make sure that
the choice message of one branch does not occur in another branch as a message independent
of that branch’s choice messages.
▶ Example 17. Let us use an example
to illustrate why this

 is non-trivial. Consider:
G := p → q : l. µt. r → p : m. t + p → q : r. µs. r → p : m. s
with its projections:


G↾p = q!l. µt. r?m. t ⊕ q!r. µs. r?m. s
G↾q = p?l. 0 & p?r. 0
G↾r = µt. p!m. t
and an execution prefix w of {{LAut(G↾p )}}p∈P : r ▷ p!m. r ▷ p!m. p ▷ q!l. p ◁ r?m. r ▷ p!m.
For this execution prefix, we check which runs in GAut(G) each role could have pursued. In
this case, r is not directly affected by the choice so it can proceed before the p has even
made the choice. As the part of the protocol after the choice is a loop, we cannot bound how
far some roles can proceed before the choice gets resolved.
⌟
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Table 1 Projecting MSTs. For each example, we report the size as the number of nodes in the
AST, the number of roles, whether it uses our extension, the time to compute the projections.
Size

|P|

Gen. Proj. needed

Time

Instrument Contr. Prot. A
Instrument Contr. Prot. B
Multi Party Game
OAuth2
Streaming

16
13
16
7
7

3
3
3
3
4

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

0.50 ms
0.41 ms
0.48 ms
0.29 ms
0.33 ms

[16]

Non-Compatible Merge

5

3

✓

0.22 ms

[53]

Spring-Hibernate

44

6

✓

1.97 ms

New

Group Present
Late Learning
Load Balancer (n = 10)
Logging (n = 10)

43
12
32
56

4
4
12
13

✓
✓
✓
✓

1.62 ms
0.56 ms
8.18 ms
20.96 ms

Source

[52]

Name

▶ Remark 18. Our projection balances expressiveness with tractability: it does not unfold
recursion, i.e., the merge operator never expands a term µt.G to obtain the local type
(and we only unfold once to obtain the set of available messages). Recursion variables are
only handled by equality. While this restriction may seem arbitrary, unfolding can lead to
comparing unbounded sequences of messages and, hence, undecidability [3] or non-effective
constructions [16]. Our projection guarantees that a role is either agnostic to a choice or
receives a choice message in an horizon bounded by the size of the type.

4

Evaluation

We implemented our generalised projection in a prototype tool which is publicly available [1].
The core functionality is implemented in about 800 lines of Python3 code. Our tool takes as
input a global type and outputs its projections (if defined). We run our experiments on a
machine with an Intel Xeon E5-2667 v2 CPU. Table 1 presents the results of our evaluation.
Our prototype successfully projects global types from the literature [52], in particular
Multi-Party Game, OAuth2, Streaming, and two corrected versions of the Instrument Control
Protocol. These existing examples can be projected, but do not require generalised projection.
The Need for Generalised Projection. The remaining examples exemplify when our
generalised projection is needed. In fact, if some role can receive from different senders
along two paths (immediately or after a sequence of same actions), its projection is only
defined for the generalised projection operator. To start with, our generalised projection can
project a global type presented by Castagna et al. [16, p. 19] which is not projectable with
their effective projection operator (see Section 5 for more details). The Spring-Hibernate
example was obtained by translating a UML sequence diagram [53] to a global type. There,
Hibernate Session can receive from two different senders along two paths. The Group
Present example is a variation of the traditional book auction example [37] and describes
a protocol where friends organise a birthday present for someone; in the course of the
protocol, some people can be contacted by different people. The Late Learning example
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models a protocol where a role submits a request and the server replies either with reject
or wait, however, the last case applies to two branches where the result is served by different
roles. The Load Balancer (Example 2) and Logging examples are simple versions of typical
communication patterns in distributed computing. The examples are parameterised by the
number of workers, respectively, back-ends that call the logging service, to evaluate the
efficiency of projection. For both, we present one instance (n = 10) in the table. All new
examples are rejected by previous approaches but shown projectable by our new projection.
Overhead. The generalised projection does not incur any overhead for global types that do
not need it. Our implementation computes the sets of available messages lazily, i.e., it is
only computed if our message causality analysis is needed. These sets are only needed when
merging receptions from different senders. We modelled four more parameterised protocols:
Mem Cache, Map Reduce, Tree Broadcast, and P2P Broadcast. We tested these examples,
which do not need the generalised projection, up to size 1000 and found that our generalised
projection does not add any overhead. Thus, while the message causality analysis is crucial
for our generalised projection operator and hence applicability of MST verification, it does
not affect its efficiency.

5

Related Work

Session Types. MSTs stem from process algebra and they have been proposed for typing
communication channels. The seminal work on binary session types by Honda [33] identified
channel duality as a condition for safe two party communication. This work was inspired by
linear logic [30] and lead to further studies on the connections between session types and linear
logic [57, 13]. Moving from binary to multiparty session types, Honda et al. [36] identified
consistency as the generalisation of duality for the multiparty setting. The connection between
MSTs and linear logic is still ongoing [12, 14, 15]. While we focus solely on communication
primitives, the theory is extended with other features such as delegation [35, 36, 18] and
dependent types [54, 25, 55]. These extensions have their own intricacies and we leave
incorporating such features into our generalised projection for future work.
In this paper, we use local types directly as implementations for roles for simplicity.
Subtyping investigates ways to give implementation freedom while preserving the correctness
properties. For further details on subtyping, we refer to work by Lange and Yoshida [43],
Bravetti et al. [11], and Chen et al. [21, 20].
Generalisations of Choice in MSTs. Castagna et al. [16] consider a generalised choice
similar to this work. They present a non-effective general approach for projection, relying on
global information, and an algorithmic projection which is limited to local information. Our
projection keeps some global information in the form of message availability and, therefore,
handles a broader class of protocols. For instance, our generalised projection operator can
project the following example [16, p. 19] but their algorithmic version cannot:


p → r : a. r → p : a. p → q : a. q → r : b. 0 + p → q : a. q → r : b. 0

Hu and Yoshida [38] syntactically allow a sender to send to different recipients in global
and local types as well as a receiver to receive from different senders in local types. However,
their projection is only defined if a receiver receives messages from a single role. From
our evaluation, all the examples that needs the generalised projection are rejected by their
projection. Recently, Castellani et al. [17] investigated ways to allow local types to specify
receptions from multiple senders for reversible computations but only in the synchronous
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Figure 3 These examples show that previous results for the asynchronous setting are flawed.

setting. Similarly, for synchronous communication only, Jongmans and Yoshida [40] discuss
generalising choice in MSTs. Because their calculus has an explicit parallel composition,
they can emulate some asynchronous communication but their channels have bag semantics
instead of FIFO queues. The correctness of the projection also computes causality among
messages as in our case and shares the idea of annotating local types.
Choreography Automata. Choreography automata [6] and graphical choreographies [42]
model protocols as automata with transitions labelled by message exchanges, e.g., p →
q : m. Barbanera el al. [6] develop conditions for safely mergeable branches that ensure
implementability on synchronous choreography automata. However, when lifting them to
the asynchronous setting, they miss the subtle introduction of partial order for messages
from different senders. Consider the (
choreography automaton in Figure 3a. It can also be
represented as a global type:

+

p → s : m1 . p → t : m. p → s : m. s → t : m. t → p : m1 . 0
p → s : m2 . s → t : m. p → s : m. p → t : m. t → p : m2 . 0

It is well-formed according to their conditions. However, t cannot determine which branch
was chosen since the messages m from p and s are not ordered when sent asynchronously.
As a result, it can send m2 in the top (resp. left) branch which is not specified as well as m1
in the bottom (resp. right) branch.
Lange et al. [42] have shown how to obtain graphical choreographies from CSM executions.
Unfortunately, they cannot fully handle unbounded FIFO channels as their method internally
uses Petri nets. Still, their branching property [42, Def. 3.5] consists of similar – even though
more restrictive – conditions as our MST framework: a single role chooses at each branch
but roles have to learn with the first received message or do not commit any action until the
branches merge back. We allow a role to learn later by recursive application of ⊓.
Implementability in Message Sequence Charts. Projection is studied in hierarchical
message sequence charts (HMSCs) as realisability. There, variations of the problem like
changing the payload of existing messages or even adding new messages in the protocol are also
considered [49, 29]. Here, we focus on implementability without altering the protocol. HMSCs
are a more general model than MSTs and, unsurprisingly, realisability is undecidable [28, 3].
Thus, restricted models have been studied. Boundedness [3] is one such example: checking
safe realisability for bounded HMSCs is EXPSPACE-complete [45]. Boundedness is a very
strong restriction. Weaker restrictions, as in MSTs, center on choice. As we explain below,
these restrictions are either flawed, overly restrictive, or not effectively checkable.
The first definition of (non-)local choice for HMSCs by Ben-Abdallah and Leue [7]
suffers from severely restrictive assumptions and only yields finite-state systems. Given an
HMSC specification, research on implied scenarios, e.g. by Muccini et al. [50], investigates
whether there are behaviours which, due to the asynchronous nature of communication, every
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implementation must allow in addition to the specified ones. In our setting, an implementable
protocol specification must not have any implied scenarios. Mooij et al. [48] point out several
contradictions of the observations on implied scenarios and non-local choice. Hence, they
propose more variants of non-local choices but allow implied scenarios. In our setting, this
corresponds to allowing roles to follow different branches.
Similar to allowing implied scenarios of specifications, Hélouët [31] pointed out that nonlocal choice has been frequently misunderstood as it actually does not ensure implementability
but less ambiguity. Hélouët and Jard proposed the notion of reconstructibility [32] for a
quite restrictive setting: first, messages need to be unique in the protocol specification and,
second, each node in an HMSC is implicitly terminal. Unfortunately, we show their results
are flawed. Consider the HMSC in Figure 3b. (For simplicity, we use the same message
identifier in each branch but one can easily index them for uniqueness.) The same protocol
can be represented by the following global type:

µt. +

(
q → t : l. q → p : l. t → s : l. s → r : l. r → p : l. t
q → t : r. q → p : r. t → r : r. r → p : r. t

Because their notion of reconstructibility [32, Def. 12] only considers loop-free paths,
they report that the HMSC is reconstructible. However, the HMSC is not implementable.
Suppose that q first chooses to take the top (resp. left) and then the bottom (resp. right)
branch. The message l from s to r can be delayed until after r received r from t. Therefore,
r will first send r to p and then l which contradicts with the order of branches taken. This
counterexample contradicts their result [32, Thm. 15] and shows that reconstructibility is
not sufficient for implementability.
Dan et al. [22], improving Baker et al. [5], provide a definition that ensures implementability. They provide a definition which is based on projected words of the HMSC in contrast
to the choices. It is unknown how to check their condition for HMSCs.

CSMs and MSTs. The connection between MSTs, CSMs, and automata [16, 24] came
shortly after the introduction of MSTs. Denielou and Yoshida [24] use CSMs but they preserve
the restrictions on choice from MSTs. It is well-known that CSMs are Turing-powerful [10].
Decidable instances of CSM verification can be obtained by restricting the communication
topology [51, 56] or by altering the semantics of communication, e.g. by making channels
lossy [2], half-duplex [19], or input-bounded [9]. Lange and Yoshida [44] proposed additional
notions that resemble ideas from MSTs.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a generalised projection operator for asynchronous MSTs. The key
challenge lies in the generalisation of the external choice to allow roles to receive from more
than one sender. We provide a new projectability check and a soundness theorem that shows
projectability implies implementability. The key to our results is a message causality analysis
and an automata-theoretic soundness proof. With a prototype implementation, we have
demonstrated that our MST framework can project examples from the literature as well as
new examples, including typical communication patterns in distributed computing, which
were not projectable by previous projection operators.
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Communicating State Machines

A communicating state machine (CSM) A = {{Ap }}p∈P over P and V consists of a state machine Ap over Σp for each p ∈ P. A state machine for p will be denoted by (Qp , Σp , δp , q0,p , Fp ).
If a state q has multiple outgoing transitions, all labelled with send actions, then q is called
an internal choice state. If all the outgoing transitions are labelled with receive actions, q is
called an external choice state. Otherwise, q is a mixed choice state. In this paper, we only
consider state machines without mixed choice states.
Intuitively, a CSM represents a set of state machines, one for each role in P, interacting
via message sends and receipts. We assume that each pair of roles p, q ∈ P, p ̸= q, is
p▷q!m

connected by a message channel. A transition qp −−−−→ qp′ in the state machine of p specifies
that, when p is in the state qp , it sends a message m to q, and updates its local state to qp′ .
q◁p?m

The message m is appended to the channel ⟨p, q⟩. Similarly, a transition qq −−−−→ qq′ in the
state machine of q specifies that q in state qq can retrieve the message m from the head of
the channel ⟨p, q⟩ and update its local state to qq′ .
Let Chan = {⟨p, q⟩ | p, q ∈ P, p ̸= q} denote the set of channels. The set of global states
Q
of the CSM is given by p∈P Qp . For a global state q, we write qp for the state of p in q.
A configuration of A is a pair (q, ξ), where q is a global state and ξ : Chan → V ∗ maps
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each channel to the queue of messages currently in the channel. The initial configuration is
(q0 , ξε ), where q0,p is the initial state of Ap for each p ∈ P and ξε maps each channel to ε.
A configuration (q, ξ) is final iff qp is final for every p and ξ = ξε .
In a global move of a CSM, a single role executes a local transition to change its state,
while all other roles remain stationary. For a send or a receive action, the corresponding
channel is updated, while all other channels remain unchanged. Formally, the global transition
relation → on configurations is defined as follows:
p▷q!m

(q, ξ) −−−−→ (q ′ , ξ ′ ) if (qp , p▷q!m, qp′ ) ∈ δp , qr = qr′ for every r ̸= p, ξ ′ (⟨p, q⟩) = ξ(⟨p, q⟩)·m
and ξ ′ (c) = ξ(c) for every other channel c ∈ Chan.
q◁p?m

(q, ξ) −−−−→ (q ′ , ξ ′ ) if (qq , q◁p?m, qq′ ) ∈ δq , qr = qr′ for every r ̸= q, ξ(⟨p, q⟩) = m·ξ ′ (⟨p, q⟩)
and ξ ′ (c) = ξ(c) for every other channel c ∈ Chan.
τ
(q, ξ) −
→ (q ′ , ξ) if (qp , ε, qp′ ) ∈ δp for some role p, and qq = qq′ for every role q ̸= p.
x

x

0
1
A run of the CSM is a finite or infinite sequence: (q0 , ξ0 ) −→
(q1 , ξ1 ) −→
. . . , such that
xi
(q0 , ξ0 ) is the initial configuration and for each i ≥ 0, we have (qi , ξi ) −→ (qi+1 , ξi+1 ). The
trace of the run is the word x0 x1 . . . ∈ Σ∞ . We also call x0 x1 . . . an execution prefix. A run is
maximal if it is infinite or if it is finite and ends in a final configuration. A trace is maximal
if it is the trace of a maximal run. The language L(A) of the CSM A is the set of maximal
traces. A CSM is deadlock free if every finite run can be extended to a maximal run.
The following lemma summarises some properties of execution prefixes of CSMs. The
proofs are by induction on the length of the run.

x

x

0
n
▶ Lemma 19. Let {{Ap }}p∈P be a CSM. For any run (q0 , ξ0 ) −→
· · · −−→
(q, ξ) with trace
w = x0 . . . xn , it holds that (1) ξ(⟨p, q⟩) = u where V(w⇓p▷q!_ ) = V(w⇓q◁p?_ ).u for every
pair of roles p, q ∈ P and (2) w is channel-compliant. Maximal traces of {{Ap }}p∈P are
channel-compliant and complete.

Proof. We prove the claims by induction on an execution prefix w. The base case where
w = ε is trivial. For the induction step, we consider wx with the following run in {{Ap }}p∈P :
w
x
(q0 , ξ0 ) −
→ (q, ξ) −
→ (q ′ , ξ ′ ). The induction hypothesis holds for w and (q, ξ) and we prove the
claims for (q ′ , ξ ′ ) and wx. We do a case analysis on x. If x = τ , the claim trivially follows.
Let x = q ◁ p?m. From the induction hypothesis, we know that ξ(⟨p, q⟩) = u where
V(w⇓p▷q!_ ) = V(w⇓q◁p?_ ).u. Since x is a possible transition, we know that u = m.u′ for
some u′ and ξ ′ (⟨p, q⟩) = u′ . By definition, it holds that V(w⇓q◁p?_ ).m.u′ = V((wx)⇓q◁p?_ ).u′ .
For all other pairs of roles, the induction hypothesis applies since the above projections do
not change. Hence, wx is channel-compliant.
Let x = p ▷ q!m. From the induction hypothesis, we know that ξ(⟨p, q⟩) = u where
V(w⇓p▷q!_ ) = V(w⇓q◁p?_ ).u. Since x is a possible transition, we know that ξ ′ (⟨p, q⟩) =
u.m. By definition and induction hypothesis, we have: V((wx)⇓p▷q!_ ) = V(w⇓p▷q!_ ).m =
V(w⇓q◁p?_ ).u.m. For all other combinations of roles, the induction hypothesis applies since
the above projections do not change. Hence, wx is channel-compliant.
From (1) and (2), it follows directly that maximal traces of {{Ap }}p∈P are channel-compliant
and complete.
◀

B

Properties of C ∼

∼
▶ Lemma 20. Let L ⊆ Σ∞
p . Then, L = C (L).
′
Proof. For any w ∈ Σ∞
p , none of the rules of ∼1 applies to w, and we have that w ∼ w iff
w = w′ . Thus, L = C ∼ (L) for any language L ⊆ Σ∞
◀
p .
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▶ Lemma 21. Let {{Ap }}p∈P be a CSM. Then, for every finite w with a run in {{Ap }}p∈P and
every w′ ∼ w, w′ has a run that ends with the same configuration. The language L({{Ap }}p∈P )
is closed under ∼: L({{Ap }}p∈P ) = C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P )).
Proof. Let w be a finite word with a run in {{Ap }}p∈P and w′ ∼ w. By definition, w′ ∼n w
for some n. We prove that w′ has a run that ends in the same configuration by induction
on n. The base case for n = 0 is trivial. For the induction step, we assume that the claim
holds for n and prove it for n + 1. Suppose that w ∼n+1 w′ . Then, there is w′′ such that
w′ ∼1 w′′ and w′′ ∼n w. By assumption, we know that w′ = u′ u1 u2 u′′ and w′′ = u′ u2 u1 u′′
for some u′ , u′′ ∈ Σ∗ , u1 , u2 ∈ Σ. By induction hypothesis, we know that w′′ ∈ L({{Ap }}p∈P )
u1
so there is run for w′′ in {{Ap }}p∈P . Let us investigate the run at u1 and u2 : · · · (q1 , ξ1 ) −→
u2
u2
u
1
(q2 , ξ2 ) −→ (q3 , ξ3 ) · · · . It suffices to show that · · · (q1 , ξ1 ) −→ (q2′ , ξ2′ ) −→ (q3 , ξ3 ) · · · is
possible in {{Ap }}p∈P for some configuration (q2′ , ξ2′ ). We do a case analysis on the rule that
was applied for w′ ∼1 w′′ .
u1 = p ▷ q!m, u2 = r ▷ s!m′ , and p ̸= r:
′
′
′
We define q2′ such that q2,p
= q1,p , q2,r
= q3,r , and q2,t
= q3,t for all t ∈ P with t ̸= p and
t ̸= r. Both transitions are feasible in {{Ap }}p∈P because both p and r are different and
send a message to different channels. They can do this independently from each other.
u1 = q ◁ p?m, u2 = s ◁ r?m′ , and q ̸= s:
′
′
′
We define q2′ such that q2,q
= q1,q , q2,s
= q3,s , and q2,t
= q3,t for all t ∈ P with t ̸= p
and t ̸= r. Both transitions are feasible in {{Ap }}p∈P because both q and s are different
and receive a message from a different channel. They can do this independently from
each other.
u1 = p ▷ q!m, u2 = s ◁ r?m′ , and and p ̸= s ∧ (p ̸= r ∨ q ̸= s).
′
′
′
We define q2′ such that q2,p
= q1,p , q2,s
= q3,s , and q2,t
= q3,t for all t ∈ P with t ̸= p and
t ̸= r. Let us do a case split according to the side conditions. First, let p ̸= s and p ̸= r.
The channels of u1 and u2 are different and p and s are different, so both transitions are
feasible in {{Ap }}p∈P .
Second, let p ̸= s and q ̸= s. The channels of u1 and u2 are different and q and s are
different, so both transitions are feasible in {{Ap }}p∈P .
u1 = p ▷ q!m, u2 = q ◁ p?m′ , and |u′ ⇓p▷q!_ | > |u′ ⇓q◁p?_ |:
′
′
′
We define q2′ such that q2,p
= q1,p , q2,q
= q3,q , and q2,t
= q3,t for all t ̸= p and t ̸= q.
In this case, the channel of u1 and u2 is the same but the side condition ensures that
u2 actually has a different message read since the channel ξ1 (⟨p, q⟩) is not empty by
Lemma 19 and, hence, both transitions can act independently and lead to the same
configuration.
This proves that w′ has a run in {{Ap }}p∈P that ends in the same configuration which
concludes the proof of the first claim.
For the second claim, we know that L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ⊆ C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P )) by definition.
Hence, it suffices to show that C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P )) ⊆ L({{Ap }}p∈P ).
We show the claim for finite traces first:
C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P )) ∩ Σ∗ ⊆ L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σ∗ .
Let w′ ∈ C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P )) ∩ Σ∗ . There is w ∈ L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σ∗ such that w ∼ w′ . By
definition, w has a run in {{Ap }}p∈P which ends in a final configuration. From the first claim,
we know that w′ also has a run that ends in the same configuration which is final. Therefore,
w ∈ L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σ∗ . Hence, the claim holds for finite traces.
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It remains to show the claim for infinite traces. To this end, we show that for every
execution prefix w of {{Ap }}p∈P such that w ∼ u for u ∈ pref(L({{Ap }}p∈P )) and any
continuation x of w, i.e., wx is an execution prefix of {{Ap }}p∈P , it holds that wx ∼ ux and
ux ∈ pref(L({{Ap }}p∈P )) (□). We know that w ∼n u for some n by definition, so wx ∼n ux
since we can mimic the same n swaps when extending both w and u by x. From the first
claim, we know that {{Ap }}p∈P is in the same configuration (q, ξ) after processing w and u.
Therefore, ux is an execution prefix of {{Ap }}p∈P because wx is which yields (□).
We show that
C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σω ⊆ L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σω .
Let w ∈ C ∼ (L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σω . We show that w has an infinite run in {{Ap }}p∈P .
Consider a tree T where each node corresponds to a run ρ on some finite prefix w′ ≤ w
in {{Ap }}p∈P . The root is labelled by the empty run. The children of a node ρ are runs
that extend ρ by a single transition – these exist by (□). Since our CSM, derived from a
global type, is built from a finite number of finite state machines, T is finitely branching. By
König’s Lemma, there is an infinite path in T that corresponds to an infinite run for w in
{{Ap }}p∈P , so w ∈ L({{Ap }}p∈P ) ∩ Σω .
◀
▶ Lemma 22. Let w ∈ Σ∞ be channel-compliant. Then, w ∼ w′ iff w′ is channel-compliant
and w⇓Σp = w′ ⇓Σp for all roles p ∈ P.
Proof. We use the characterisation of ∼ using dependence graphs [27]. For a word w and
a letter a ∈ Σ that appears in w, let (a, i) denote the ith occurrence of a in w. Define
the dependence graph (V, E, λ), where V = {(a, i) | a ∈ Σ, i ≥ 1}, E = {((a, i), (b, j)) |
a and b cannot be swapped and (a, i) occurs before (b, j) in w}, and λ(a, i) = a for all a ∈
Σ, i ≥ 1. A fundamental result of trace theory states that w ∼ w′ iff they have isomorphic
dependence graphs. We observe that for two channel compliant words, the ordering of the
letters on each Σp for p ∈ P ensures isomorphic dependence graphs, since the ordering of
receives is thus fixed.
◀

